Abstract: Learning and planning are powerful AI methods that exhibit complementary strengths. While planning allows goal-directed actions to be computed when a reliable forward model is known, learning allows such models to be obtained autonomously. In this paper we describe how both methods can be combined using an expressive qualitative knowledge representation. We argue that the crucial step in this integration is to employ a representation based on a well-defined semantics. This article proposes the qualitative spatial logic QSL, a representation that combines qualitative abstraction with linear temporal logic, allowing us to represent relevant information about the learning task, possible actions, and their consequences. Doing so, we empower reasoning processes to enhance learning performance beyond the positive effects of learning in abstract state spaces. Proof-of-concept experiments in two simulation environments show that this approach can help to improve learning-based robotics by quicker convergence and leads to more reliable action planning.
are the two major paradigms employed to make a robot act intelligently. Planning is a form of symbolic reasoning applied on various levels of abstraction. Planning is effective whenever reliable forward models of the robot and its environment are available. Learning is a powerful method to generate such models from data. However, it requires carefully handcrafted state space representations to converge to high-quality models in reasonable time. Neither planning nor learning on their own suffice to meet the demands of versatile service robots. By integrating both paradigms one can benefit from their respective strengths. So far, a true integration of learning and planning has not been achieved that allows a robot to acquire new skills efficiently in a truly autonomous way.
Our work is motivated by this basic question of how to integrate learning and planning, leveraging their individual strengths to produce reliable and versatile robot behavior. We propose a qualitative reasoning framework as the glue between those two paradigms. Qualitative reasoning lifts information, e.g., obtained by perception, to a knowledge level, enabling us to integrate it with common sense knowledge and to use available reasoning techniques [1] [2] [3] . The qualitative representation serves two purposes: (1) to make a planning or action selection process with learned models more efficient; and (2) to control selection of learning samples in order to make a learning process more reliable and to obtain high-quality models with little manual design effort. We present two experimental studies in simulation for a specific robot task: to throw an object to a specific destination. The results indicate that qualitative reasoning can serve the intended purposes and thus serve as an interface to integrate planning and learning. This exemplified study is intended to show the feasibility and promising characteristics of the approach as a whole, paving the way for in-depth investigations on individual aspects.
Scenario
In this study we consider a household robot learning how to throw objects, for example to throw waste into a dustbin (see Figure 1) . We have chosen this instance as a representative of a wide range of manipulation tasks for which no reliable kinematic forward models are available due to unobservable physical parameters such as inertia. We use two simulated setups: a physics simulation that gives access to a direct manipulation of the velocity and direction of the throw, and a more realistic simulation of a complete robot where the parameters of the throw result indirectly from the movement of the robot arm.
Abstract common sense knowledge is readily available for this scenario, for example in form of a description of the positive correlation of initial impulse and throwing distance achieved. This knowledge is specific to the throwing scenario and has to be adapted to other applications as needed-developing such background models of everyday tasks is subject to research in the area of qualitative reasoning.
Ideally, our approach will help to shift the workload from tweaking state space representations and finding search heuristics to a clean knowledge representation of a particular task. Along this idea, our main goal is to demonstrate the principle of combining planning and learning with qualitative representations rather than providing a particularly polished solution to the throwing task.
The term "planning" is used in different contexts in AI, from symbolic action planning to motion planning. In all cases it denotes a search procedure in a specified state space. The most simple form of search is sampling, i.e., considering random states until one with the desired properties is found. As in other lower-level robotics tasks [4] we use sampling here as a simple form of planning. As we will show, our qualitative models reduce the set of states to be considered in the sampling process. The same technique can be applied to other search techniques. In this paper we use the term "sampling" as a specific (albeit simple) instantiation of "planning". Figure 2 shows an overview of our approach. The control strategy of both learning and action planning is jointly based on a qualitative task description. Additionally, the planning component exploits common sense rules about the problem domain. Task descriptions on the qualitative level characterize classes of concrete tasks. In this paper we are concerned with the class of throwing any object to any position in front of the robot. Technically, we develop a qualitative spatio-temporal logic with well-defined semantics to link the quantitative level of observation and control values with an abstract symbolic representation. Qualitative representations of space as studied in the field of qualitative spatial and temporal reasoning (QSTR) are partially motivated by the aim to grasp the semantics of the catalog of human cognitive concepts [5] and should thus contribute to making specifications intuitive. The aim of the learning component is to generate the initially unknown forward model of the manipulation task from the robot's own observations. We use the Robot Learning Language (RoLL) [6] to specify all aspects of learning tasks declaratively: how to gather training data, which learning algorithm to use and the specification of the function to be learned. This declarative framework allows us to smoothly integrate the qualitative concepts. To gather data, we use the idea of motor babbling by randomly choosing robot actions and observing the effect. In contrast to classical motor babbling, observations are matched against the task description in order to identify whether the observation matches the task at hand. For learning the forward model of throwing an object to the front we thus only collect robot control values that lead to throwing the object forward.
Approach and Contribution
Once sufficient training data has been collected, a forward model is learned and automatically integrated into the control program by RoLL. As learning algorithm we use the model tree learner M5' from the WEKA learning toolbox [7] . The resulting model is then used for planning, given a concrete goal (e.g., the coordinates of a dust bin to throw into). A common technique in robotics for exploiting such models is unbiased sampling in the space of parameters. The knowledge representation language described in this paper allows the programmer to augment a task specification with coarse commonsense rules, which are then exploited to guide and accelerate the sampling process.
The contribution of this work is to demonstrate how qualitative knowledge representations can be used to integrate learning and planning based on a declarative problem description. To this end, we introduce qualitative spatial logic (QSL). We further identify two beneficial characteristics of this approach. First, we show how QSL-based task specifications help to identify those observations of a robot that are useful for a given learning problem. Second, we show how the general idea of exploiting abstract common sense rules to solve everyday tasks-which is a basic motivation of the qualitative reasoning community (see [3] )-can be implemented in context learning manipulation tasks using QSL. Both characteristics are demonstrated by empirical evaluation in simulations, ranging from pure physical computations with the Bullet physics engine (http://bulletphysics.org) to a realistic simulation of a PR2 robot in a household environment (Figures 1 and 16 ) with the MORSE (https://www.openrobots.org) [8, 9] simulator.
Qualitative Representation of Manipulation Tasks with Qualitative Spatial Logic (QSL)
We propose a spatial logic based on qualitative relations to represent knowledge for manipulation tasks. Defining a representation with clear semantics that builds on components developed in the area of symbolic knowledge representation and reasoning, we obtain a representation that we can reason about using methods developed in the artificial intelligence community.
State spaces in manipulation tasks are essentially characterized by the spatial structure of the environment, developing a qualitative representation for manipulation is thus tightly related to qualitative spatial representation and reasoning (see [10] for a recent overview). Moreover, manipulation is dynamic and thus the spatial representation needs to be augmented to capture change over time. While there exist purely qualitative approaches addressing dynamic aspects, these approaches are specialized to a single aspect of dynamics, for example the change of distance between objects over time. By contrast, we require a more universal approach that allows us to represent changes with respect to the entire spatial representation. For example, we dare to represent a learning task declaratively by saying that a start configuration (e.g., can on desk) should be changed to obtain some desired end configuration (e.g., can in dustbin). Sequences of such statements are also called snapshot-based spatio-temporal models [11] . In its generality, the question of combining a qualitative spatial representation with a temporal representation is tackled in the contemporary field of spatial logics [11] which comprises several demanding research questions. As our approach does not depend on specific reasoning properties, we opt for a straightforward combination of linear temporal logic (LTL) with a qualitative spatial representation. This enables us to compose declarative statements about actions and their effects on a coarse level of abstraction.
QSL can be seen as a toolbox which enables us to flexibly combine the qualitative representations deemed helpful for representing a learning task at hand. We use QSL for two purposes: (1) to guide the planning process (Sections 3 and 4); and (2) to control selection of learning samples in order to make the learning process more reliable (Section 5).
Qualitative Representation of Space
Qualitative spatial representations stand out from general qualitative representations, as space exhibits rich structures. In contrast to space, ordinary physical dimensions like, for example, weight or temperature, give rise to few meaningful distinctions only, for example heavier vs. lighter, colder vs. warmer. Such concepts can be captured by comparing values using the usual ordering relations <, =, >, which in qualitative reasoning are referred to as the point calculus [12] , illustrated in Figure 3a . In case of comparing intervals rather than points, Allen [13] describes a representation and reasoning technique based on 13 interval relations. Seven relations are shown in Figure 3b , the remaining six are obtained by considering the inverses of all relations shown except for equality. By contrast, already two-dimensional space can be described in a multitude of ways. A straightforward generalization of the one-dimensional case is based on projecting connected regions onto the two coordinate axes. The projections are intervals and their relation can be described using Allen's interval relations. This approach is known as the block algebra [14] and illustrated in Figure 4 . Moreover, there are several useful binary relations to describe point locations in two-dimensional space. For example, binary relations can describe relative positions with respect to a global coordinate system using the STAR relations [15] , relative position with respect to points augmented with an orientation using STARVARS relations [16] , or ternary relations that jointly capture distance and direction information using TPCC relations [17] . See Figure 5 for an illustration of these relations.
Although the representations mentioned so far address two-dimensional space only, their respective partition scheme can be extended to three dimensions in a straightforward manner. In case of the block algebra, the generalization is obtained by projecting objects on X, Y, and Z axis and describing the three interval relations obtained. Three-dimensional block algebra relations are thus 3-tuples of Allen's interval relations. By combining two independent cone-like relations shown in Figure 5 , one applied to the X/Y plane and the other to the Y/Z plane, a three-dimensional cone with rectangular cross-section is obtained.
Due to the complex interdependencies occurring in qualitative spatial relations, defining relations is only the first step in designing a qualitative representation. The difficult step is then to identify reasoning algorithms that can process these relations symbolically, most importantly to identify relations only given implicitly and to recognize potential conflicts. For example, in the context of Allen's interval relations consider the two facts that intervals X and Y stand in relation O (overlaps) and intervals Y and Z stand in the relation O too. From these facts it follows that X and Z either stand in relation B, M, or O as can be verified graphically. This knowledge is captured in the so-called qualitative calculus [18, 19] , an algebraic construct that is induced by a set of qualitative relations. We note that qualitative spatial representations are always constructed in a way such that there are finitely many relations that are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint [19] as this eases technicalities of the representation. For example, this allows negation of a fact (e.g., the can is not on the desk) to be rewritten as disjunction over all alternatives. Disjunction can be understood as set union in a relation-based representation: relations are sets of domain values and set operations are thus applicable. Clearly, the statement r(x, y) or s(x, y) holds if and only if q(x, y) with q := r ∪ s holds. We adopt the usual notion in qualitative spatial reasoning to write disjunctions as sets, i.e., instead of writing (r ∪ s) we write {r, s}. In this paper we are primarily concerned with representation, but we point out that analysis of the underlying qualitative calculus is necessary to reveal applicable rules for symbolic manipulation of knowledge and reasoning algorithms. To this end, we only employ relations that have previously been investigated. [17] relations, P is in relation "close back left" with respect to origin O and reference R.
Qualitative relations can be regarded as constraints over variables, for example the relation ON(can, desk) restricts the position of "can" and "desk" such that "can" is atop the "desk" and in contact. Qualitative reasoning is thus widely considered as a form of constraint-based reasoning. In this case, the elements of a qualitative representation are constraints: Definition 1. Let r be a (binary) qualitative relation and X, Y be either variables representing spatial entities or constants. A formula r(X, Y ) is then called a qualitative constraint. We say that a qualitative constraint is satisfiable if values for all variables involved can be chosen such that they stand in relation r. Similarly, we say that a constraint is satisfied for concrete entities (constants)
Since it is intuitive, we use r to describe the relation of domain values as well as a symbolic label to write down statements. Hence, ON represents a spatial relationship between objects in a scene and ON is used to compose declarative statements too. Given a spatial scene, we describe the scene by the set of qualitative constraints satisfied by the domain objects. For a fixed repertoire of relations, we use the conjunctive formula of all satisfied constraints to describe a spatial configuration. Example 1. Consider the scene shown in Figure 6 and the block-algebra relations shown in Figure 4 . For readability we introduce shorthand notations of important block-algebra relations, recalling that {r, s} stands for r ∪ s and thus captures disjunction with qualitative relations: The semantics of relation ABOVE is thus that in a projection of objects to the Y axis one object occurs before the other, whereas there are no constrains with respect to the X axis. Then, the scene depicted in Figure 6 can be described as follows: Not all constraints given in Equation (1) are necessary to describe the scene unequivocally to the level of abstraction of the block algebra, for example the fact ABOVE(c, g) is derivable from knowing the can to be positioned above the table and the table to be positioned above ground. Qualitative reasoning techniques allow such inferences to be performed by identifying that a statement logically follows from another.
In our work we assume that any qualitative description provided during programming is automatically supplemented to include all derivable facts by means of qualitative reasoning. For the relations described here except for the ternary TPCC relations, qualitative reasoning can be realized by efficient Linear Programming techniques as described in [20] . This is due to the fact that these relations represent regions which can be described as linear inequalities, for example the block algebra relation LEFTOF(d, t) can be described by the inequality d x+ < t x− , where d x+ stands for the maximum value of the bounding box of desk d and t x− for the respective minimum value.
Spatial Logic of Manipulation Tasks
Our approach of representing the development of qualitative spatial knowledge over time is based on linear temporal logic (LTL) [21] . LTL extends propositional logic by interpreting propositional formulas not only with respect to one assignment of symbols to truth values, but with respect to an infinite linear sequence of assignments, called worlds. A statement may hold in one world, and it may be false in another. LTL is widely used in software engineering and program verification, but it has also received attention from the autonomous robotics community since the 1990s-see [22] . So far, LTL has been applied to declarative specification and synthesis of controllers from a high-level specification [23] and it is also applied for motion planning [24] [25] [26] . Similar to the approach described in this paper, Kreutzmann et al. [27] apply LTL to specify processes in logistics declaratively.
In the following we describe the spatial logic underlying our approach as a straightforward combination of LTL and qualitative constraints as introduced in Definition 1. In short, we use plain LTL but replace all propositional symbols with qualitative constraints. Details of LTL are not important for this paper, so we only give a rather intuitive account of the logic-a comprehensive introduction to LTL may be found in [28] .
Syntax and Semantics of Qualitative Spatial Logic (QSL)
A well-formed formula φ in QSL is defined by the following grammar rule:
Here, C denotes a qualitative constraint as defined in Definition 1. For brevity, we only define a minimal set of operations. Other Boolean operations can easily be expressed by term rewriting, e.g., φ ∨ ψ :⇔ ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ). In the following we assume such rewriting to be performed whenever required and make use of all usual operators and conjuncts. Semantics of LTL can be defined using a Kripke structure N, I : The interpretation function I assigns truth values to the constraints independently for all time points t ∈ N. Technically, I : C → 2 N maps a constraint to the set of time points at which it is satisfied. Example 2. Consider the two snapshots shown in Figure 7 . At time t = 0, the constraint TOUCHES(b, g) is not satisfied, at time t = 1 it is. A Kripke model representing this development of the world would interpret TOUCHES(b, g) to be false at time t = 0, so we have 0 ∈ I(TOUCHES(b, g)), but 1 ∈ I(TOUCHES(b, g)). If we imagine the ball to be bouncing off three times, we would have I(TOUCHES(b, g)) = {1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, . . .}.
Using N t = {n + t|n ∈ N} to refer to a subsequence of N, the semantics are defined as follows.
With this definition, some frequently used and useful temporal operators can be defined. .. world at t = 0 world at t = 1 world at t = 2 ... Figure 7 . Two snapshots of a scene. Table 1 . Temporal operators in LTL and QSL.
• next holds in next world eventually φ :⇔ true U φ always φ :⇔ ¬ ¬φ φ U ψ until φ holds until ψ holds at some point in future φ R ψ release φ released ψ, if ψ stops to hold at some future point, φ will hold, φ R ψ :⇔ ¬(¬φ U ¬ψ)
Reasoning with QSL
Given an interpretation of spatial constraints for all worlds, the task of deciding whether a sub-sequence of the world is a satisfying assignment of a given formula is called model checking.
In our application we apply model checking for instance to identify whether an observed process suits a declarative description of the task to be performed. The interpretation of the constraints is thus determined by the observation. A constraint is r(X, Y ) is considered to be true, if the relation r between the objects referred to by variables X and Y is observed.
Beyond knowing that a sequence of observations constitutes a model for a formula, we are also interested in identifying when the formula gets true. For example, by model checking the formula ABOVE(ball, ground) ∧ •ON(ball, ground) we seek to identify the first time point at which ball and ground get into contact. To this end, we adapt the notion of model checking to our needs:
Definition 2. The model checking problem in qualitative spatial logic is the task to compute t ∈ N for a given formula φ and a Kripke model N, I such that t is the smallest number such that N t , I |= φ. If no such time point exists, the value ∞ is returned.
Example 3. Suppose, S is the formula given in Equation (1) from Example 1 and G is constructed the same way, but saying that the can is inside the trash. Then we can describe the task of getting the can from start configuration S to goal configuration G simply as S ∧ G. We may be interested to analyze an action sequence performed by the robot in order to identify whether it matches the task S ∧ G. Similarly, we may be interested in model checking the action performed against the formula ¬ON(can, ground) ∧ •ON(can, ground) ∧ LEFTOF(can, trash) in order to identify whether the robot has been throwing too short since the can is still left of the trash at the first time it touches the ground.
Model checking with LTL is due to its PSPACE-completeness computationally demanding, even in case of bounded models. Several approaches explore the computational properties of model checking and several algorithmic subclasses have been identified that are characterized by which (modal) operators are employed [29] . Model checking of manipulation tasks specified in the LTL-like logic QSL benefits from two characteristics:
1. Task specifications gain their expressivity from the rich set of spatial primitives that can be employed, not from the complex temporal interrelationships which makes model checking hard. 2. Tasks are of short duration and models derived from observing the process are thus small.
For example, throwing a ball takes few seconds only, which if observed at 100 Hz rate only leads to a few thousand worlds.
In our application a simple search turns out to be sufficient-in a more complex setting an optimized implementation may be advantageous, which can be obtained automatically as described by Gebser et al. [30] . Alternatively, a potential computational bottleneck in practical applications could be tackled with efficient randomized approaches such as Monte Carlo model checking [31] . For illustration we determine computation times of model checking with variations of the formula ¬ON(o, g) U ON(o, g) from the example above, using nested until-terms to represent hitting the ground i times and bouncing off it in-between: We apply model checking for several H i , using states grounded in the physical simulation of a ball hitting the ground and bouncing off again repeatedly. Additionally, we vary the size of the model by changing the sample rate. For evaluation we used a single core on an Intel i7 processor running at 2.3 Ghz, yet we are only concerned with a qualitative analysis here. In Figure 8 we present the computing times of a naive model checking implementation that recursively checks whether the input formula is satisfied in a world using linear iterative search. Figure 8a shows a 3d plot of computing time against model size (100 . . . 10, 000) and formula complexity (H 1 . . . H 20 ), capping computing time at 400 s.
The combinatorial explosion occurring with model checking can be nicely seen, but it occurs even in our naive implementation after a nesting depth of 10 existentially quantified modal operators which is significantly more complex than typical task specifications of a single learning task. To provide a closer look at the times, Figure 8b presents the computing time of model checking H 10 against the total model size. As can be seen, for model sizes below 6000 data points (which would correspond to 60 s of real time if data points are collected at 100 Hz), computing time is significantly below 1s. The sudden rise in computing time at around 8000 may be due to poor memory handling in our implementation. This exemplifies that computing times of model checking a typical task specification against observation is indeed feasible.
Qualitative Spatial Logic in Learning and Planning
We use QSL to represent tasks and common sense rules representing background knowledge. By reasoning about observations using QSL we provide control to learning and planning.
Determining and Classifying Instances for Learning
In order to generate training data we generate random control parameters and observe their effects using the robot simulator. We assume that observations grant access to object parameters referred to in the task description such as position in space, direction of movement, etc. This is usually accomplished by interpreting sensor data and not in the scope of this work. We regard observations as time-stamped sequences of mappings from object properties to concrete values. These mappings induce an interpretation function and thus Kripke model in the sense of QSL. We define the interpretation function I to assign truth to a qualitative constraint r(o 1 , o 2 ) with relation r holding between between objects o 1 , o 2 at time point t, mathematically t ∈ I(r(o 1 , o 2 )), if the constraint is satisfied by the observation at the respective time point.
In order to specify which data from the sequence of observations is to be used as training data alongside the control parameters, we perform model checking. We write a logic formula to specify the time step from which data is to be obtained and denote the respective object properties. Since the model of a formula may cover several time points in the observation we mark the part of the sub-formula which designates the time point we are interested in.
Example 4. As training data we seek to collect the position o x , o y of an object o thrown by the robot at the first time o hits the ground g. We represent this objective as a pair (φ, P ) where φ is formula with a marked sub-formula that describes 'hitting the ground for the first time' and P the set of properties to retrieve. In our example we would have
Here, ON := (D, MI) is a qualitative relation from the block algebra that describes contact in the dimension "height" (object is "met by" the ground, see Figure 3b . The RobotLearningLanguage supports a generative and an analytical mode to use these models. For the generative mode, RoLL checks for an observed data point whether the specification is satisfied and only if it is, the data is stored in a database to be potentially used for learning later. In the analytical mode, the data in the database is later analyzed by model checking. In this way, different specifications can be applied to the same data, generating different sets of learning data, leading to different forward models. This flexibility in the language principally opens up the possibility to generate constraint sets automatically and test them in a meta-learning cycle, i.e., RoLL could employ several alternative specifications of the task for learning in parallel, automatically selecting the specification which leads to the best learning performance.
Enhancing Efficiency of Action Planning by Reasoning
The aim of planning is to determine a control action that makes the robot achieve a concrete goal. Planning relies on the forward model determined by the learning element. Mathematically speaking, we aim to minimize |f (a) − g| where f is the forward model, a a control action, and g the goal to achieve. A common approach to solve this problem is to sample the space of control actions until a parameter is found that is sufficiently close to the goal. Sampling-based methods have the advantage of being independent of the characteristics of the forward model. For instance, they are not susceptible to local minima as approaches relying on local search. The disadvantage of sampling is, however, that it may require many iterations until a suitable parameter is sampled, in particular if only a small fraction of the parameter space is mapped by the forward model sufficiently close to the goal.
In our approach we adopt the general schema of sampling the space of control actions, but we employ reasoning to steer sampling towards the areas of the search space that are more likely to contain the desired solution. At this point, background knowledge comes into play. Due to its nature, background knowledge may oversimplify and thus may lead to wrong consequences for a problem at hand if it gets applied in a strict manner. A sampling-based approach counter-acts this problem as it only leads to avoiding parts of the search space-it will never ignore a part of the search space completely.
Technically we proceed as follows. At the start of planning, a function d : A → [0, 1], d(a) := 1 is initialized that ranges over the space of control actions A. The idea is that d captures the probability P (robot achieves goal g|robot performs action a), d is not a probability density function in the mathematical sense as we do not require A d = 1. But there exists a bijective mapping d → d to a probability density function d with d (a) = αd(a) with an appropriate scaling factor α. Therefore we say that d represents a probability distribution. We do not require A d = 1 to be satisfied, simply for the benefit of easing presentation and implementation.
In order to determine a random action a ∈ A we sample according to the distribution represented by d. To this end we discretize A, which may be a high-dimensional space, into discrete cells and perform for each cell numerical integration over d, obtaining values c 1 , . . . , c k . In our implementation we fix k = 1024. The sum c = i=1,...,k c i of all cells gives the area of the graph d, i.e., A d(a)da.
By uniformly sampling x from [0, c] we identity cell c j with j = arg min j=0,...,k x < i=0,...,j c i and then sample uniformly from the parameter space represented by cell c j . This approximates sampling according to arbitrary distribution d.
Key of our approach is to modify d given knowledge about previous control action a and the resulting effect f (a) according to the forward model. In a way we learn a suitable distribution by reasoning. To this end, we represent inference rules from which we can derive a suitable update of d. The idea underlying this definition is that a premises describes a specific class of outcomes f (a) as predicted by the forward model if action a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) is performed. Typically, a premises captures a class of failed attempts to solve the task at hand. Since we are only concerned with achieving a static goal situation, no temporal modal operators are involved. The corresponding conclusion then describes how a future attempt a + = (a + 1 , . . . , a + n ) to solve the task should relate to a. In other words, conclusions describe where in the space of control actions a suitable action parameter can be found, given the premises was satisfied. A premises is said to be satisfied if the formula evaluates to true, interpreting truth values of the qualitative constraints according to f (a) and goal g. Mathematically speaking, goal g and f (a) constitute a model of the premises and we can thus employ our standard model checking procedure with goal g and f (a) defining the interpretation I of the only one world in this model.
Example 5.
Suppose we have trained a forward model to predict the position (o x , o y ) at which object o will hit the ground if it is thrown with single control action a ∈ [0, 10], where a gives the impulse delivered to the object. For simplicity, we only consider a one-dimensional space of control actions in this example. The description of the goal identifies the target position p ∈ R 2 and the position of the robot r ∈ R 2 . A suitable common sense rule is the following, expressed using a relation from the STAR calculus (see Section 2.1 and Figure 5a ):
Given a ∈ [0, 10], the expected landing position (o x , o y ) can be determined by the forward model. The premise says that if the robot has to throw in direction s 0 , but the object will land in s 0 with respect to the goal, it has thrown too far. Therefore, the conclusion constrains the impulse of future attempts to values smaller than a.
We apply conclusions by modifying distribution d according to the qualitative relation described by the conclusion. It is a task of qualitative reasoning to identify the parts of the control space A that satisfy the solution, we write A + to refer to the region of A in which a + ∈ A + satisfies the conclusion. Since our qualitative relations are expressible using linear inequalities, this task is simply a matter of hyper-plane intersections. We then determine a modifier m : A → [0, 1] to update d. This function decreases from the border of A + if moving farther outside A + :
Finally, we update d by setting d := d · m. Re-using the discretization of A employed for sampling, this task can easily be solved in a discrete manner.
Example 6. Continuing the previous example, assume we are confronted with an action a ∈ A that satisfies the premises, i.e., the robot was throwing too far. In the case of a = 5 we would conclude a + < 5 and obtain the modification function shown in Figure 9a . The desired action a * = 2.5 is of course unknown to the robot but is marked in the graph for illustration too. After three attempts of throwing either too far and not far enough (assuming a corresponding rule analogous to the one described before given), the function shown in Figure 9b is obtained. It can be seen that the graph of this function concentrates around the desired action a * , steering sampling towards retrieving a suitable action. Figure 9 . Updating the representation of a distribution based on sampled actions and qualitative inference leads to a concentration around the desired but unknown action a * .
(a) after evaluating action a = 5; (b) after evaluating actions a = 5, 1, and 7.
Evaluation of QSL-based Reasoning for Planning
We implemented knowledge representation and reasoning with QSL in LISP as an extension of the Robot Learning Language (RoLL) [6] which provides integration with a robotic platform or simulation thereof as well as with the WEKA library [32] for machine learning.
For this part of the analysis we focus on the effect of QSL-based reasoning. We thus need to eliminate effects caused by the learning element and a potential bias of the forward models learned. To this end, we isolate the physical simulation from the robot simulation environment. We compare the performance of our QSL-based approach to planning with pure sampling, varying between idealized and realistic conditions for the learning component.
Experimental Setup
Physical simulation in MORSE is based on the popular Bullet physics engine (http://bulletphysics.org) and we have written a simple simulator in C++ using Bullet to simulate ball throwing, linking it directly with our RoLL program. Our environment contains a ball of 10 cm diameter and 1 kg mass in an empty world with an infinite ground plane and natural gravity. Since a robot arm essentially controls where an object is released and at which direction and speed, we directly utilize these parameters as control actions. The robot is positioned at the origin.
• height of release over ground between 0.5 m and 1. 
Learning the Forward Model
We determine four distinct forward models from training data sets of different characteristics. Training data is computed by systematically varying the possible input parameters, and invoking the physical simulation to determine the throwing distance achieved. To this end, we discretize heights with step size of 0.2 m, vertical and horizontal velocities with 0.3 m/s each. In total this results in 6 (heights) × 14 (vert. vel.) × 11 (hor. vel.) = 924 possible data points and their respective throwing distances achieved. These 924 data points are determined once with noise added and once without. The idea of considering noise-free data is to enable comparison with an idealized input to learning. In the same spirit, the 924 data point evenly distribute over the parameter space to provide an idealized unbiased input to the learning module. For the realistic use case, we create another data set by randomly choosing about 10% of the full data set. We draw a random number between 0 and 1 for each data point, only including it when the random number was below 0.1. Because of this procedure, the resulting data sets do not have exactly the same size.
For each data set we learned a model tree using the M5' algorithm from the WEKA toolbox [7] . Table 2 lists the four data sets and shows the respective error ratings obtained in the cross validation by WEKA. We observe similar absolute errors in the following experiments (cmp. Figure 12 ). The table also shows the minimum and maximum throwing distances from each data set to provide a rough overview of the learning data. 
QSL-Based Reasoning for Planning
We use the method described in Section 3.2 to plan by sampling from a distribution over possible actions, updating the distribution after some attempts. The common sense rule we use in the experiments is simple: increase velocity in horizontal and vertical direction if you wish to throw farther, reduce to throw less far. This is captured by the following two rules that are similar to Equation (4) in Example 5, but exploit the fact that only parameters to achieve distance d are to be determined:
Here, g stands for the desired goal distance and d for the distance achieved by the attempt using v h and v v as action parameter for horizontal and vertical velocity. The variables v + h and v + v represent parameter values to be used in future attempts as described in Section 3.2.
These rules are applied every four steps in the sampling procedure, updating the distribution according to the rules applied to the best action sampled with the last 4 steps as input to the reasoner. The motivation of only updating every fourth step is that sampling regularly generates outliers that if used with reasoning do not lead to significant change of the distribution.
Determining the Iteration Cutoff
In a first experiment we wish to identify a suitable limit of the number of iterations necessary for planning. By fixing a reasonable limit we can eliminate this parameter from further experiments. To this end we vary the maximum number of iterations from 10 to 100. For each value we randomly generate 100 goal distances within the range of observed distances in the full-sized noise-free data set and run the pure sampling as well as the QSL-based method, recording the average deviation from the desired goal distance. This result is shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows that the QSL-based method finds parameters that-according to the learned forward model-would produce better parameters for the throw than with uninformed sampling. Most importantly at this point, the deviation from a desired goal value does not significantly improve with more than 50 iterations. For the following experiments, we therefore set the number of maximum iterations for the planning process to 50.
Planning Quality
Next, we ran 100 trials with random goal distances for each combination of the four forward models listed in Table 2 and the two planning options. The trials were always performed in the same environment (no-noise vs. noise) as in the environment, in which the learning data was observed. Figure 12 confirms the training error from Table 2 on the test sets. The box plots depict the median error values as a line, the box boundaries show the upper and lower quartiles. Because the data shows a long tail towards high error values, we chose the whiskers to extend twice as long as is usually done in boxplots. Even with this adjustment, there are many outlier points towards higher errors. A Student's t-test shows that the loss in prediction quality from the reduction in data is statistically significant both for the no-noise data (p = 0.0045) and even more pronounced for the noisy data (p = 0.00001). The effect size after Cohen shows a small effect (d = 0.26) for the artificial data without noise, and a medium effect (d = 0.43) for the more realistic noisy data. Figure 13 shows the deviation from the goal, i.e., the resulting difference of the predicted throwing distance and the target distance. As in Figure 11 , the QSL-based method exploiting qualitative reasoning lowers the error on average (x Sampling = 0.028,x Reasoning = 0.011), but also reduces the spread of the results (σ Sampling = 0.083,σ Reasoning = 0.040). The difference is statistically significant (p = 0.0001).
The results thus confirm the first experiment and also generalizes it to all data sets considered. Still, in all cases, the computed actions are predicted to be very close to the target distance. Figure 14 shows the total error of our learning-and-planning approach. The resulting error is mostly due to the learning inaccuracies. As shown before, the reduction of data usually results in significantly worse results (except for the data of the no-noise condition with sampling with p = 0.198, for all other pairs of all-data/reduced-data p < 0.01). Reasoning lowers the average error significantly with all data sets (p < 0.01) except the no-noise, reduced-data set (p = 0.20) Also reasoning results generally in a lower spread of the results, thus making the process more reliable. Values outside of 1.5 inter-quartile ranges are considered outliers. All models are tested in the environment in which they were learned.
Transfer of Planning
It is generally a lot easier to gather learning data in simplified simulations than in realistic simulations, let alone with real robots. This is why we were interested, if models learned in a simplified environment might still be useful in more complex, noisy environments. We therefore use the models learned from no-noise training sets with planning in the noisy environment. Again, we randomly generated 100 test tasks. Figure 15 shows the results of the overall learning-and-planning procedure. The values for the noise-models are identical to those in Figure 14 , we only included them for a better comparison. Interestingly, the model learned from the reduced data set is even slightly better when used with reasoning than the one with the full data, but the effect is not statistically significant (p = 0.19). This may be due to the different complexities of the learned models in context of a simple physical relationship. While the model tree learned with the full data set has a depth of 6 and contains 52 leaf nodes, the model learned from the reduced data set only has depth 2 with 3 leaf nodes. Assuming that in real-world settings it is only possible to gather small data sets (which corresponds to the noise, all data condition), the use of possibly larger data sets gathered in a simulation without noise is a promising approach. The improvement of using the full data set gathered under idealized conditions over the reduced noisy data set is statistically significant for the sampling approach (p = 0.014), but not for the reasoning approach (p = 0.13). In the latter case, the improvement of using the reduced idealized data set as compared to the noisy reduced data set is statistically significant (p = 0.033) with a significance level of 0.05. So a reduction in data may be beneficial, especially when this reduction is not random, as we will see in Section 5. 
Error
learned without noise, all data learned without noise, reduced data * learned with noise, all data * learned with noise, reduced data Sampling Reasoning Figure 15 . Total error measured in 100 test tasks. All models noise are applied in the environment with noise (the results for models that were learned with noisy data are identical to the ones in Figure 14 , they are marked * and shown here for better comparison). Values outside of 1.5 inter-quartile ranges are considered outliers.
Discussion of the Results
Already the first experiment on the number of iterations necessary for planning shows that QSL-based reasoning outperforms pure sampling in terms of deviation and in terms of the number of iterations necessary to determine a control action of specific quality (see Figure 11) . Figure 13 shows the deviation from the goal, i.e., the resulting difference of the predicted throwing distance and the target distance. As in Figure 11 , the QSL-based method exploiting qualitative reasoning lowers the error on average, but also the spread of the results. The results thus confirm the first experiment and also generalizes it to all data sets considered. Still, in all cases, the computed actions are predicted to be very close to the target distance.
The experiment on transferability from simplified simulation to realistic conditions is particular interesting as it addresses a typical use case in robot software engineering: learning in simulation but application on the real platform. The results show that the proposed method can handle this situation, the QSL-based approach degrading less than the sampling-based method.
In summary, the evaluation of planning shows that employing the QSL-based method outperforms in all cases a pure sampling-based planning method. The results on transferability indicate further that models from a simplified environment can well be applied to more complex environments using the proposed method.
Evaluation of Reasoning for Learning
In the previous section we generated data with the Bullet simulation engine by specifying the velocity and direction of the ball at the moment of throwing. Neither humans nor robots can throw objects in this way, directly controlling launch parameters: they have to move joints in a specific order with specific timing. Another simplification of the Bullet simulation is that it happens in an open space with no objects around other than the ground and without any embodiment of an agent. In a real throwing situation, the object can bounce off other objects or the robot itself. Because of the indirect control of the throwing parameters and obstacles in the world, the data in a more realistic setup gets much more noisy. In particular, objects may not fly in the intended direction, but may land behind the robot (for example, if the arm is moved to vigorously) or at any place by bouncing off. In the following we show in a more realistic setup, how a QSL-based specification of the task can be used to remove outliers from the observed data and how this helps to improve the learning result. In the previous section we saw that a random reduction of data leads to poorer predictions. Here we want to show that a goal-directed filtering of the data is necessary in more realistic setups.
In the following we first present the more complex experimental setup with a realistic robot simulation. Then we describe the qualitative models used in this experiment to remove outliers from the gathered data. Finally we show the results of learning the prediction models with data sets filtered with different qualitative models.
Experimental Setup
For overall simulation of a sophisticated platform we employ MORSE [8, 9] , a versatile simulator for complex robot interaction scenarios, to simulate a Willow Garage PR2 robot in a kitchen environment shown in Figure 1 . We chose MORSE because it uses the Bullet physics engine and because it provided a realistic household environment and a fully modeled state-of-the art robot. For throwing objects in outdoor scenarios, additional parameters such as air drag and turbulence could be important. But in this paper we are not concerned with finding the perfect throwing algorithm, but rather use this task to demonstrate our reasoning-and-learning approach.
MORSE is configured to connect to the robot operating system ROS (http://www.ros.org) [33] as middleware. The learning and planning procedures implemented in RoLL then connect to ROS in order to control the robot or to retrieve observations. Neither the PR2 robot nor its control architecture with the ROS middleware are designed for throwing objects. To make the robot throw an object (in our case an empty jar), we first move the elbow and wrist joints of the right arm to a low position. Then the robot moves the two joints to a new position, with a specified time to perform the movement. After half the time that the movement should last, the robot lets go of the object. In this way, our throw can be determined by five variables:
• elbow joint at start/end configuration • wrist joint at start/end configuration • time in which the action is to be performed In order to avoid problems related to gripping and releasing objects, the simulator is extended to attach and release objects to the manipulator (see Figure 1 left) .
A full trial consists of the robot (1) moving to a pre-specified relative position in front of the object; (2) grasping the object with a predefined arm movement; (3) turning 90 degrees to the left; (4) throwing the object with the given parameters of lower and upper position and the total throw duration. With this procedure, uncertainties in realistic manipulation tasks are captured to some degree, like the orientation of the robot. But there are still parameters in real situations that are not modeled, for example the exact grasping point or the possibility of losing the object while turning to the throwing position. This choice was a compromise between a realistic setup and the efficiency of gathering data.
For the task of throwing an object into the trash, it would be most convenient to throw in a frontal direction, as we did in the Bullet simulation of Section 4. As a direct measure to achieve this, we only use the elbow and wrist joints of the PR2 robot, which move along the robot's orientation axis. Depending on the specific throwing parameters, the robot can thus be expected to throw an object along its orientation axis, either in a frontal or backward position. But due to nondeterminism in the simulation (caused by small delays in the middleware and slightly different initial positions) and the presence of objects from which the thrown object can bounce off, the landing positions divert to other directions. Figure 16 gives an impression of typical outcomes in the data gathering process. To model this additional variation, we now learned two forward models: one that returns the expected throwing distance given the five input variables above (comparable to the model learned in Section 4) and one that returns the angular 2D deviation from a straight throw, also given the five input variables. For gathering the data, random values of the input variables were generated. As with a real robot, data acquisition in the MORSE simulator is more painful than in the Bullet simulation. On the one hand, each throw needs a lot more time, because the robot first has to grasp an object, turn into a position without too many obstacles in front of it, and perform the arm movements. On the other hand, having several ROS nodes and the complex simulator running can lead to deadlocks and inexplicable crashes.
In total we collected 158 data points. They include runs, where the object landed behind or on top of the robot.
QSL-Based Task Specification for Filtering
The qualitative models in Section 4 served for guiding the reasoning process with the learned models. In the more realistic experimental setup with the MORSE simulator, we now have the additional problem that the observed data contains many outliers. Learning algorithms can deal with outliers to some extent, but a preprocessing step of the data to make it fit the goals of the learning task is often necessary when using real-world data [34] . To make this step explicit and based on explicit reasoning mechanisms, we define two qualitative formulas that describe our expectations of a frontal throw, and then use model checking for filtering the learning data. The StarVars formalisms is especially well-suited for this example, as it is primarily concerned with modeling directions.
Proper Throw
We specify that throwing is the process of the robot r holding an object o (body of the robot and body of the object are touching) until it is released once and forever. Finally the object lands on the ground g. Additionally, we demand that the object was thrown at least 0.5 m away from the robot's center as otherwise it would have landed on the robot's body. To this end, we introduce a point f r directly in front the robot's base, 0.5 m off its center position. This yields the following formula:
Relation TOUCH is written as disjunction of block-algebra relations in 3D, requiring the objects involved to overlap or meet in any dimension, i.e., B, BI are not allowed as relation (cp. Figure 3b) .
Relation OVERLAPS can be modeled with TPCC relations (cp. Figure 5 on page 259) by using the combination of all relations representing sectors within the circular close sector. In the labeling of Figure 5 , the robot's position r would be used as origin O, the front point f r would serve as reference point R. An object landing at the position marked with P in Figure 5 (close back left) would be regarded overlapping with the robot. In our implementation, however, we directly determine the distance to the robot and compare it against a constant value of 0.5 using point calculus relation "<". Doing so we only have to deal with linear inequalities.
Throwing to the Front
We specify that a successful throw makes an object land in a 60
• angle in front of the robot. This can be accomplished using STARVARS relations (see Figure 5b on page 259) to describe positions in the X/Y plane (abstracting from height over ground). We use the variant of this calculus that uses 10 sectors in total, the constraint is captured by the following formula in QSL where r refers to the robot and o to the object thrown:
In fact, Formula (10) does not even allow the object to leave the front-sector temporarily, but this does not make a difference in our setup.
Learning Performance
We apply filtering by model checking the observations from an attempt against the task description as explained in Section 3.1.
The remaining training instances are used to learn the forward model for distance and direction respectively. Tables 3 and 4 show the sizes of the resulting data sets and the learning performance. The radius filter removes such samples where the object bounced off the robot body. Because of the non-determinism we get from slightly varying initial throwing positions (resulting from the robot's own grasping and movement to the throw-off position), even the same throwing action can result in very different landing positions, depending on whether the object dropped directly or bounced off the robot's arm. In many cases the object landed on top of the robot, getting stuck on the upper arm or between the arms (as shown in Figure 16 ). This constraint, however, does not filter for collisions with other objects, for example the refrigerator in front of the robot (see Figure 1) . These bounces could be filtered with another rule, but as they happened rarely, we chose to leave them in the training set.
The frontal filter removes all instances with landing positions next to or behind the robot, the latter constituting the vast majority of cases. Only in the rare cases when the object bounced off pieces of furniture did the object land next to the robot.
For both forward models, the two filters improve learning performance, the order with respect to learning errors being identical for mean absolute error and root mean squared error. For the distance model the radius filter is most effective, while for the angular deviation model, the reduction to frontal throws shows the largest effect. This is not surprising since reduction to the front sector simplifies this prediction problem. The combination of both filters leads to the best results in both cases, reducing the mean absolute learning error for the distance model by -55.1% (-47.0% for the root mean squared error) and for the direction model by -98.7% (-98.8% for the root mean squared error).
Discussion
The experiments have shown that the overall performance of a robot employing the basic architecture of learning and planning can be improved in two regards. First, learning of forward models can be improved with respect to the resulting learning error by matching observations during training against a declarative task description of the task that shall be learned. In principle this approach allows a complex task to be decomposed into several subtasks which are easier to learn. A robot can then decide by qualitative reasoning which of the subtasks learned matches a concrete task at hand. This approach is however counteracted by the problem that filtering out too much training data for achieving many subtasks may also worsen the learning performance, because every filter removes data and a mere reduction of data without a limitation of the state space is usually harmful.
Second, planning with the learned forward models can be improved by reasoning about failed attempts. In our experiments the reasoning-based approach to planning either requires less iterations to achieve the same performance with respect to deviation from the desired goal or better performance in the same number of iterations (see Figures 11 and 13 ). While the median only improves modestly, the considerable long error tail in sampling-based planning is reduced significantly (see Figure 14) , thereby improving robustness of planning. The small improvement in the median is likely caused by the rather simple problem to be solved in combination with only one common sense rule as background knowledge.
Discussion of Related Approaches
The idea of exploiting a symbolic representation to improve robot architectures based on learning and planning has been considered previously.
In context of learning robot navigation, Frommberger [35] shows that a qualitative state space representation leads to quicker learning and better performance of the learned strategy. While Frommberger's contribution to task representation is to identify suitable qualitative spatial relations for learning collision-free navigation, we propose a general approach that can be used with different qualitative relations, but which also captures temporal relationships and thus allows tasks to be described. Current approaches to learning show that symbol semantics useful for robot manipulation like the qualitative relations used in our representation can also be acquired by means of learning [36] . So far, most systems rely on hand-coded symbols (e.g., [37] ) though. On the level of basic spatial relations we also use predefined relations in order to be informed of qualitative reasoning techniques applicable.
In context of QSL we can then combine these basic relations with logic composition to specify important relations declaratively.
High-level task descriptions related to our approach are also considered in the RoboEarth framework [38] to represent manipulation tasks. However, their approach assumes a suitable grounding of concepts such as "handle" or "opening a door" to be given. By contrast, our approach using QSL exactly aims at defining such complex motion primitives declaratively in order to allow the robot to learn them. Tenorth et al. [39] use (primarily numeric) constraints to describe movements of robots and manipulators to determine action sequences in a pancake cooking scenario. This has the disadvantage over a logic with clear semantics like QSL that no standard reasoning procedures like model checking are applicable, but all inference mechanisms have to be hand-coded.
Previously, logics in robotics have mostly used on a high level of abstraction, not aiming to connect high-level task knowledge all the way to observations and actions in a uniform framework. For example, approaches based on the popular family of Golog languages [40, 41] provide a logic-based, universal declarative programming environment that seamlessly integrates with symbolic planning, but relies on the basic actions to be preprogrammed. Thus, our work can be regarded to extend existing logic-based approaches in robotics down to less abstract, task-specific knowledge, enabling learning and action planning to be integrated with a knowledge representation that can be used like a programming language.
Achieving this integration of programming and learning has been identified by Mitchell as one of the central long-term research questions for machine learning [42] . While our approach is realized in the context of the Robot Learning Language (RoLL) [43] , there have been other approaches to integrate learning into robot control programs. Thrun [44] has proposed the language CES offering the possibility to leave "gaps" in the code that can be closed by learned functions. CES only uses one specific gradient descent algorithm and doesn't offer explicit possibilities to integrate other learning algorithms. Besides, the training examples have to be provided by the programmer, experience acquisition is not supported on the language level [45] . Andre and Russell [46, 47] propose a language with the same idea as CES of leaving some parts of the program open to be filled in through learning, in this case reinforcement learning.
Conclusions
We propose qualitative spatial logic QSL as a qualitative knowledge representation to represent knowledge about manipulation tasks. Our representation is essentially based on qualitative relations among domain level entities or control parameters, employing representations developed in the qualitative spatial reasoning community, a sub-field of artificial intelligence (AI) in general and knowledge representation in particular. Since background knowledge available to programmers is on an abstract level, a qualitative representation is well-suited. However, not until we embed these concepts in a temporal logic we gain the ability to describe some general patterns and principles underlying a learning tasks. Doing so, our approach also presents another use case of linear temporal logic LTL in robotics. The logic framework we describe allows us to tackle tasks in learning and planning with standard reasoning tasks, in particular model checking. This is an important step towards automating the application of learning in robot software engineering as our approach mainly requires a declarative description of the task to be solved, possibly augmented with background knowledge. By exploiting AI techniques to improve robot performance this work contributes to the field of AI robotics that seeks to exploit AI techniques in robotics.
While this study serves to demonstrate the principal utility of QSL as a representation and reasoning mechanism for learning-based robotics in a fully controllable evaluation environment, future work aims at demonstrating the ability to push ahead the state of the art of tasks that can be mastered with learning. In more challenging manipulation settings we propose to also study the computational cost of employing logic-level reasoning that was not noticeable in the study described here. Also, we propose to integrate the learning and planning component in a bootstrapping fashion in order to investigate whether this allows the learning performance to be improved further. After learning a first forward model from a small amount of data, the planning component can be used in conjunction with the qualitative partitioning of the problem space to generate further training instances that more evenly distribute over the whole problem space.
